ARCTIC	75
always at a half-trot, jumping over logs and rocks as if they were
nothing. Athlete though I was, I could not keep up. I slipped and
fell over logs and several times had to call out to keep from losing
my guide. Among the hills on top were many ponds black with
wild duck. Deciding that there was no moose near, Oule shot
several duck with his 22-calibre rifle. He also carried a 30-30 for
bigger game. To capture one duck which was only wounded he
waded out in the cold water to his shoulders.
We kept on through the high country but found no sign of
moose. Finally we came out to the edge of the valley again. The
sun was just setting behind the opposite side and the whole wilder-
ness below was filled with pink light. Oule was about to start the
descent when he stopped as if transfixed and pointed down at the
distant river. I looked but could see nothing. Oule spoke two
words: "Moose! . . . Come!"
He started down the long slope on the full run, leaping logs like,
an antelope. I made no attempt to keep pace with him now,
realising that I would be sure to find him at the creek. The two
Husky dogs seemed to be staying with me. Then, far below, a
shot echoed through the valley, then another and a third, and in
the distance I heard the two dogs baying their hunting cry. How
they had got there so quickly I could not tell, but I knew Oule
had found big game. Three more shots were fired below, and
then the dogs ceased their baying.
It was almost dark when I reached the creek and saw Oule on
the opposite bank. In response to my question, he said he had
killed a moose, which was lying in the stream. It was too late
now to take care of it, so we found our horses and groped back
to the pine grove.
There we found the family that was to hunt the country just
above this. When they learned about Oule's moose, they camped
there for the night. Next morning we all went upstream again
and found the moose, a yearling cow, in the middle of the creek,
where it had fallen. It was too heavy for us to pull out on shore,
so we constructed an island of tocks and brush and dragged the
carcass out on that. There Oule skinned and quartered it. These
Indians wasted nothing edible. Even the intestines were washed in
the stream and kept for casings for bear-fat sausages.

